Overview:

**Hosts:** The Centre for International Sustainable Development Law (CISDL) & the Green Economics Institute

**Venue:** Narew Room, Zone G, UNFCCC COP24 Climate Change Conference 2018

**Date/Time:** 15:00 – 16:30, Monday 10 December 2018

**Focus:**

For ambitious implementation of the Paris Agreement and beyond, innovative legal and governance solutions and a greener economy are required alongside practical and technical measures to bring carbon emissions down drastically and quickly. International instruments, regulatory and economic innovation, compliance mechanisms and capacity will all be key. These interactive expert roundtables will share insights on challenges, trends and collective actions in legal, institutional and economic reform to strengthen climate mitigation, resilience and finance, building capacity for climate action globally, regionally and locally. Panels will highlight innovations to implement Nationally Determined Contributions and beyond to achieve sustainable carbon budgets, including halving global carbon use to two tonnes of carbon by 2022. Findings of Climate Law & Governance Day 2017 will be shared, and Global Climate Law Essay Awards will be presented to the world's next generation of climate leaders.

**Agenda Outline:**

1. **Welcome & Introductory Remarks**  
   Chairs: Prof. Dr. Marie-Claire Cordonier Segger (SEED, Univ Waterloo / CISDL & LCIL, Univ Cambridge) and Ms. Miriam Kennet (CEO, Green Economics Institute)

2. **Compacts, Compliance & Capacity: Paris Agreement Implementation for Sustainable Development**  
   Chairs: Prof. Dr. Marie-Claire Cordonier Segger (SEED, Univ Waterloo / CISDL & LCIL, Univ Cambridge) & Maitre Ayman Cherkaoui (CoP22 Presidency / Global Compact Morocco / CISDL); Interactive Roundtable of Briefings on Recent Advances & Innovations (5 mins per speaker): Adv. Hafij Khan (Executive Director, Centre for Climate Justice/ Legal Research Fellow, CISDL/ Negotiator, Least Developed Countries, with Bangladesh Delegation); Dr. Markus Gehring (LCIL / CEENRG Univ Cambridge / CISDL); Maitre Christopher Campbell-Duruflé (Associate Fellow, CISDL / Negotiator, Burkina Faso); Prof. Michael Mobling (MIT / CCLR); Prof. Christina Voigt (Univ Oslo / CISDL)*

4. **GEI Roundtable / Panel: Two Tonnes of carbon – in a hurry?**  
   Chair: Ms. Miriam Kennet (CEO, Green Economics Institute / Oxford University Environmental Change Institute); Speakers: Maitre Ayman Cherkaoui (CISDL / CEENRG Univ Cambridge / CISDL); Maitre Christopher Campbell-Duruflé (Associate Fellow, CISDL / Negotiator, Burkina Faso); Prof. Michael Mobling (MIT / CCLR); Prof. Christina Voigt (Univ Oslo / CISDL)*

4. **Closing Presentation**  
   Chairs: Prof. Dr. Marie-Claire Cordonier Segger (SEED, Univ Waterloo / CISDL & LCIL, Univ Cambridge) & Ms. Miriam Kennet (CEO, Green Economics Institute)  

For more information visit climatelawgovernance.org & geiclimate.org/cop-24-katowice-2018/  
or email events@climatelawgovernance.org / greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com